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TEN STEPS TO A MORE SUCCESSFUL JOB 
INTERVIEW 

 

In this increasingly competitive job market, it is hard to land a job interview. Once you do, how can you 

present yourself as strongly as possible? What are the mistakes to avoid? Listed below are simple steps to 

allow you to put your best foot forward. 

 
ONE. DEMONSTRATE YOUR PASSION FOR THE MISSION 

In our experience in working with nonprofits, the number one reason why job candidates are eliminated is 

that they are not perceived as caring deeply about what their prospective employer does. Each nonprofit has a 

unique mission, and wants employees, particularly in senior roles, who will speak with knowledge and 

enthusiasm about what they do. You should have a good answer to the following questions:  

 

• Why would you want to work here? 

• What is it about our mission that excites you? 

• Do you want to work in an organization of our size and budget? 
 

To prepare, you should learn about the organization’s history, mission, staff, and board. Review the website 

closely before you apply, and only apply for positions in organizations for which you could be truly excited. 

 
If you are interviewing with a performing arts organization: attend a performance; with a museum: visit the 

exhibits; with an environmental group: go on a scheduled hike. Consider becoming a member.  

 

Once you are scheduled for the interview, review the web site again and review their listing on Guidestar. 

Read about the backgrounds of individuals with whom you will interview. Think about how you will describe 

your personal passion. Always have questions prepared to ask about the organization during your interview. 

 
TWO. TALK ABOUT WHY YOU WANT THIS POSITION 

Many times, candidates will go for job interviews without carefully reviewing the job description. In an 

interview, you have a short period of time to talk about why you are the best person for the job. To do this 

effectively, make sure that you are clear about the expectations and qualifications listed in the description, 

and that you can talk about how your background is a match. Be honest and if there are areas where your 

experience is not a direct fit, be prepared to talk about how other parts of your background  or lived 

experiences would be helpful. 
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THREE. PRACTICE BEFORE YOUR INTERVIEW 

In your interview, you need to be clear and concise. Very often, interviews become unfocused because 

candidates do not answer the questions that are asked. Listen carefully and respond specifically to the 

questions. It is ok to ask for a minute to think about your answer, Be able to quantify and provide specific 

examples. Be prepared to answer typical interview questions on strengths, weaknesses, why you want this 

position, and why you have left your last position. Review your resume – know your own dates of employment 

and accomplishments so you can be specific and accurate.  

 
FOUR. NEVER TRASH A PREVIOUS EMPLOYER 

While a potential employer wants to hear about why you would like to work for them, they do not want to 

hear a litany of complaints about your current or most recent employer. What does it say about you if have 

only negative things to say? And what will you say about a future organization? 

 
Most employers understand that a past or current situation may not be ideal, but you should be able to talk 

positively about your employer and succinctly about what in your current situation has led you to consider 

a new position. 

 
FIVE. DRESS PROFESSIONALLY AND BE ON TIME 

It is always surprising to hear that candidates have dressed too casually or come to an interview wearing 

sunglasses. While some offices are more casual, even in a casual office, there may be an expectation that 

staff members will dress more formally when they meet with donors and prospects. If you are overly casual, 

an employer may wonder about your ability to interact appropriately with these constituencies. A potential 

employee should always tend toward over-dressing in the interview. Most employers believe that you will 

never be more dressed up than you are when you show up for your interview, so take the time to make a 

positive first impression. 

 
You can ruin your chances of going to a next stage by arriving late. Even for a Zoom call. Be sure you have 

the latest version of Zoom downloaded before your interview starts. When doing in person interviews, make 

sure you review your MapQuest or Waze instructions, so you know where you are going. Know whom you 

need to ask for. Bring the phone number of the interviewer with you so you can reach them if there are 

unanticipated delays.   

 
SIX. UNDERSTAND WHAT THE NEXT STEPS IN THE PROCESS ARE 

Sometimes organizations are in a hurry to make an offer. In other cases, there are many other people to be  

interviewed and key decision-makers may be away. Don’t leave the interview without asking about the 

process. This can reduce your frustration at timing and will enable you to find out whether they would like to 

have you contact them directly about next steps. 

 
Be sure that you can be reached quickly. This point often goes back to your resume. Be sure to have a 

number on your resume that you will check frequently and that has a message that clearly states your name.  

Make it clear that it is ok to leave a message. A good employer will be reluctant to  

 

leave confidential messages unless you provide explicit permission.  

 

SEVEN. PREPARE YOUR REFERENCES 

While employers will often check your references as a last stage in the process, it is important for you to 

think about the people you would like to suggest as references, make sure that you have accurate contact 

information for them, and let them know about your search. In this way, you can quickly contact them if you 

are a finalist for a position. If you do expect a potential employer to call them, let your references know 

about the specific organization and position in which you are interested and why you think you are the right 

person for the job. 

 
EIGHT. BRING COLLATERAL MATERIALS 
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While many employers rely on electronic resume submission, bring a few extra copies in case you meet 

with someone who does not have yours readily at hand. Also consider whether some examples of your 

work might be of interest in this particular position. Organizations often want to see writing samples and 

annual reports, event invitations, and grant proposals may be useful for certain positions.  

 
NINE. KNOW WHAT YOU HOPE TO ACHIEVE IN TERMS OF SALARY AND BENEFITS  

Cook Silverman Search takes salary discussions very seriously. We post salary ranges on ALL our 

Opportunity Descriptions. For more information on the organization’s top salaries and finances in general, a 

particularly good source of information is the Form 990 on Candid/Guidestar. Know in advance what you will 

say about compensation if you are asked about your requirements. You should know your current salary and 

the value of your benefits. Remember – it is against the law for the potential employer to ask what you currently 

make.  BUT they can ask you what your salary aspirations or needs are.   

 
TEN. SAY THANK YOU PROMPTLY AND PROFESSIONALLY 

When you work in nonprofits, you are expected to initiate and maintain personal contact with donors, 

contacts, corporate leaders, and others. When you are applying for a senior position, you have an 

opportunity to demonstrate that you can do this part of the job by quickly doing personal, accurate, and 

professional thank you notes to the people with whom you have interviewed. Remember to obtain correct 

names, titles, and addresses for each person you have met. Proof any correspondence carefully. If there 

were questions that were raised during the interview for which you did not know the answer or on which you 

would like to elaborate, plan to follow up in writing after the interview. While the person who interviews you may 

have a personal preference for email or snail mail, it can never hurt to say thank you twice – emails are 

rapid and written correspondence is more personal. 

And remember to smile and enjoy yourself.  An interview should be a pleasant experience. Your   

attitude makes a difference! 
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